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Overview
The Canto® Cumulus Auto Cataloging via AXR module includes:
• Automatically Catalog Referenced Assets
Using this module, users can configure asset handling sets to automatically catalog all assets referenced by
a document, such as InDesign or PowerPoint. There’s no need to manually cataloged the referenced assets.
This helps ensure a catalog is always up to date with the organization’s asset collection.
For details on all Canto's Digital Asset Management products and services go to: www.canto.com

System Requirements
This module requires Cumulus Workgroup 8.0 (or later.)

Installation and Activation
This add-on module must not be installed but activated. Activating is simply a matter of registering the
software module with Canto and then entering the license information text block you receive for your entire
configuration (including the Activation Key.)
For activating new modules, we recommend you to register via Web with Canto and then use the
possibility provided there to edit your license information.
1. In Remote Admin, click Register via WWW. The Cumulus Registration page opens.
2. Under Your Configuration, click on the here link. A dialog for entering serial numbers opens.
3. Add the serial number you received from Canto or from your distributor and click Register.
4. Fill in or check the required fields of the registration page and click Submit.
5. You will receive your updated license information from Canto. Copy this information as you need to
enter this information to activate your updated Cumulus system.
6. In Remote Admin, click Edit License. The Edit License window opens.
7. Replace the text in this window with the current license information text block for your new
configuration you received from Canto via e-mail. Be sure to paste in the entire text block (first line
“### Begin of Serial Numbers ...” until last line “### End of Serial Numbers...”).
8. Click Submit to confirm. The Edit License window closes.
9. Stop your Cumulus Server and start it again.
The license information you receive from Canto is valid for your entire Cumulus system. It enables all of the
components you registered to work together. Every time you purchase and register a new component, you
receive license information that applies to your existing system plus the new component(s).
WARNING:
If you use the Edit License window of Remote Admin for adding new serial numbers for Cumulus
components instead of the here link under Your Configuration on the Cumulus Registration Web page, be
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aware of the following:
The status of your entire configuration will default to demo version as soon as you have added the serial
numbers. It will remain in demo version until you have entered the current license information text block for
your new configuration. In demo mode, your version will be limited to 5 Clients and 2 catalogs with 100
records each until the license info is entered. Afterwards your configuration will be back to normal without
limitations. It is therefore very important that you consider the best time to add a new component so that
your workflow is not disrupted. When adding components this way no clients should be connected.

Product Documentation
Find the module functions described in the Cumulus Client User Guide that can be downloaded from the
Canto website:
¾ Automatically Catalog Referenced Assets
see chapter “Customize Cumulus”, section “Overview: Asset Handling Sets (1)”
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